
 

 
 
 

 

 

Yale University Selects zTrace to  
Provide Laptop Protection to Students 

 
Boston, MA, August 20, 2003 - zTrace Technologies announces its 
partnership with Yale University to provide zTrace Gold and zControl, its 
laptop tracking, recovery and data protection products, to Yale students in a 
joint effort to reduce computer theft. Students will be able to purchase 
zTrace Gold and zControl products and services through a custom zTrace 
website designed for Yale as well as through the Office of Security Education 
at Yale University.  
 
A computer running the stealth-mode zTrace Gold completes a virtual 
handshake with the zTrace server every time the computer's owner connects 
to the Internet. If that computer is stolen or lost, the owner reports it 
missing and puts the server on alert. The next time that the computer is 
used to make a connection to the Internet, zTrace Gold is able to pinpoint 
the computer's exact location so that authorities are able to recover and 
return it.  
 
"The convenient aspect of zTrace Gold is that it allows Yale to manage the 
tracking and recovery process internally through its own security department 
and local law enforcement agencies," says Alexander Kesler, Founder and 
President of zTrace Technologies. "This guarantees students that their lost 
computer will be recovered in the quickest time possible, which is what 
zTrace Gold is all about."  
 
With zControl, students can feel confident that the data will be protected 
from the eyes of the thief or intruder and be returned to them. zControl is 
stealth software that provides remote but invisible control of the data that is 
stored on the missing computer. Through zControl, students will be able to 
remotely encrypt, delete, and recover specified files from their computers in 
case of loss or theft as well as render the computer useless by remotely 
locking all its functions. zControl is therefore able to remotely control the 
visibility and access to a student's files as well as the computer itself.  
 
"Students are just as dependent on their computers and their files as 
businesspeople are. In addition, students bring their laptop computers with 
them everywhere which can lead to more opportunity for laptop theft," 
states Susan Daria Burhans, Security Educator of Yale University. "We 
believe that making zTrace products available to our students will make 
everyone involved feel more secure-students, parents, and Yale University 
administrators."  
 
About zTrace Technologies  
 
zTrace Technologies is a premier provider of innovative security software and 
services designed to meet the challenging data security and asset protection 
demands of today's mobile computing environment. Serving enterprise, 
government, education, and consumer markets, zTrace is fast-tracked to be 
the global leader in mobile computing security. For more information about 
zTrace products, visit http://www.zTrace.com or call (877) zTrace2. 
 


